
MINUTES OF THE NINTH MEETING

OF

THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE KOSI AND GANDAK PROJECTS

(Kathmandu, 28-29 November 2018)

The ninth meeting of Nepal-India Joint Committe" on *or, and Gandak

Projects (JCKGP) was held on 2B - 29 November 2018 in Kathmandu. The

Nepali delegation was led by Mr. Saroj Pandit, Director General, Department
of Water Resources and Irrigation, Government of Nepal. The Indian
delegation was led by Mr. Tripurari Sharan, Additional Chief Secretary, Water
Resources Department, Government of Bihar, India.

The composition of delegation from both sides is at Annexure-I.

The Team Leader of Nepali delegation warmly welcomed the Indian
delegation in Kathmandu and briefed about the benefits of the Kosi and

Gandak Projects. He highlighted the cordial relation between two friendly
countries and expressed hope that it will further deepen in the days to
come. He further stated that Kosi and Gandak Projects symbolize our

common efforts to resolve common problems of flood and drought faced by

the people of both countries. The team leader introduced the members of his

delegation.

In the opening remarks, Mr.Tripurari Sharan, Team Leader of Indian

side thanked the Nepali side for the warm welcome and hospitality accorded

to him and the Indian delegation during their visit to Nepal. He stated that
the Kosi and Gandak projects signify the close and excellent cooperation

between India and Nepal. Many issues pertaining to the projects have been

resolved and this meeting should address all remaining outstanding issues in
the spirit of the Kosi and Gandak agreements and for the betterment of lives

of people of Nepal and India. He introduced the members of the Indian

delegation.

1.0 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE EIGTH MEETING HELD ON

FEBRUARY, 08-09 | 2Ot6 AND ADOPTION OF AGENDAS FOR THE

NINTH JCKGP MEETING

The minutes of the Eighth Meeting of JCKGP were confirmed. The

agenda of the meeting, which is at Annexure-II, was proposed and adopted
L
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and detailed discussion was held on each of the agenda items.

2.0.0 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE

2.1..O KOSI PROJECT

2.L.L SECURITY AND PROTECTION OF KOSI PROTECT AREA

The Indian side stated that in order to maintain the security in the

project area there is a need of security posts at Rajabas and Pultegauda, in

addition to the existing ones at Havamaha! and the Barrage site. The Indian

side requested to deploy a permanent Armed Police Force (APF) camp at

Rajabas and Pultegauda. The Nepali side stated that a police camp at

Rajabas would be considered after consultation with concerned agencies. It
was, however, assured that in the mean time the security situation at

Rajabas would be improved through increased surveillance from existing

police camp at Mahendranagar and Havamahal, which are within five

kilometers distance from Rajabas.

The Indian side requested that the patrolling by Nepal APF should be

continued not only during the flood fighting period but also throughout the

year particularly at the Pultegauda and Rajabas area. The Nepali side stated

that the matter would be conveyed to the concerned security agency for

required action.

The Indian side informed about the frequent movement of elephants in

the project as well as inhabited area. To prevent the entry of wild animals

fencing with electric current on countryside of embankment ha,s been done

but no gaps have been left. In this situation, at the time of emergency,

movement of material and manpower to take up the protection work will be

hindered. The Nepali side stated that the matter would be brought to the

notice of concerned officials for required action to check the movement of

wild animals and to provide passage for movement of vehicles as and when

required as per request of project authorities.

On the issue of log collection and unauthorized fishing in the

restricted area, the Nepali side assured that surveillance will be intensified

to check such activities in the future.

2.L.2 Operation & Maintenance of Kosi Prcject Area

The Nepali side requested that the latest satellite image should be

made available depicting the recent and proposed maintenance works. The



Indian side assured that the same would be made available within two

weeks.

Task of detailing of unauthorized vegetation/ cultivation/ occupation

on the Topo sheet/ Existing Project Map has been given to Liaison cum Land

Acquisition Office, Biratnagar. Surveying work is now complete and the map

has been submitted to Executive Engineer, Birpur. The Nepali side proposed

that the Task group (Annexure-III) on this subject be restructured in view of

the changes in erstwhile Department of Irrigation of Nepal. Thls issue shall

be looked into upon such restructuring.

2.1.3 Royalty/Local levies for supply of construction materials

The Nepali side stated that prior to Kosi bund breach, royalty for construction

materials was paid in advance, which was relaxed during emergency reconstruction

works. The Nepali side requested that the royalty be paid in advance. The Indian side

assured that the royalty would be deposited in advance through the Liaison office,

Biratnagar.

2.1,.4 EROSION OF FLOOD EMBANKMENTS ON UPSTREAM AS WELL

AS DOWNSTREAM SIDES OF KOSI BARRAGE

The Nepali side requested that the latest report of mgdel test for

channelization of Kosi downstream of barrage by CWPRS, Pune should be

shared. In response to the issue, the Indian side assured to make the said

report available to the Nepali side in two weeks.

i) The Nepali side reiterated that the committee member from the Nepali

side in Kosi Barrage Gate Regulation Committee be informed about the

meeting of the committee in time. The Indian side informed that

Nepali representatives are informed before the Kosi Barrage Gate

Regulation Committee meeting. Nepal side stated that the barrage

gates need to be operated in such a way that a central flow is induced

downstream of barrage.

ii) The Nepali side requested the Indian side to implement appropriate

river training works in the downstream of barrage as the flow is
concentrated on the western bank, which may lead to the damage of

properties, land, settlement and loss of lives. Both sides agreed to

carry out a joint inspection by a committee as mentioned in Annexure-

IV and submit a report before end of December 2018.



ii i) Nepali side stated that in the upstream of barrage on eastern side

near Rajabas the flow is concentrated towards the bank endangering

embankment. similarly, downstream of barrage at Rampur Malahaniya

the flow has concentrated towards west bank endangering the village
area. Both sides agreed to carry out a joint inspection by a committee
as mentioned in Annexure-IV. The counter measure works will be

initiated after examining the report of the committee.

iv) The Nepali side requested to extend the western afflux bund from

Pathari to Belka in Udayapur. The Indian side stated that the survey

work in U/S of Barrage is under progress and survey data would be

submitted to CWPRS for Model Studies. Once completed, the survey

report and the updated model study of CWPRS would be shared with
Nepali side.

v) The Nepali side requested the Indian side to provide adeq.uate opening

for Jeeta river through the embankment constructed at Indo-Nepal

border to prevent inundation at Belhi village in Nepal. The Indian side

stated that it would be referred to JCIFM.

vi) The Nepali side requested that the dredged materials of channelization

work downstream of the barrage should be deposited on both sides of
the channel so that the central flow could be induced. The Indian side

agreed to equally deposit the dredged materials on both the sides.

2.1.5 Operation of gates in Western Main Canal for supplying water to Kosi

Western Main Canal of Nepal and maintaining full supply level in the canal

The Nepali side raised the issue of the need for immediate

maintenance of the Cross regulator gates in order to facilitate the full supply

flow in the pump canal. The Indian side assured that the maintenance of CR

gates would be completed before the onset of 2019 monsoon.

On the issue of non-functioning of silt ejector, the Indian side assured

that the problem would be looked into and suitable technical measures

would be undertaken before the onset of 2019 monsoon.

The Nepali side emphasized on the need for proper maintenance of the

service road of WKMC. The Indian side assured that the service road would

be maintained before the onset of 2019 monsoon.

The Nepali side stated that a Telemetry system is apparently in the
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process of being implemented on the Kosi Barrage and , therefore, the data
coming from such system may be shared by the Indian side. The Indian side
noted the request and assured that appropriate response to the same wilt be
provided through diplomatic channels.

2.L.6 Supply of construction material from Nepal for the Kosi Project Facilities

The issue has already been resolved hence it is dropped.

2.L,7 Maintenanceof western Main canal service Road (Nepal side)

The Nepali side brought to the notice of the Indian side that the
service road width of WMC in the Indian side and Nepali side ,are different
and asked to make in equal standard (i,e.double lane). The Indian side
stated that the issue is not within the mandate of JCKGp.

2.2,O Gandak Project

2.2.L Unauthorized occupation of acquired lands of the Project by local villagers

The Indian side raised the issue of unauthorized occupation of
acquired lands by local people. The Nepali side conveyed that GON has

initiated evacuation of unauthorized occupation of project area and further
encroachment has been controlled. The Nepali side assured that diligent
efforts would be taken towards controlling encroachment.

2.2,2 Inundation of Agricultural lands due to drainage congestion by the
main western canal and embankments of Gandak Project in Nepali
territory

The Nepali side raised the issue of Inundation Problem in between

Nepal West Gandak Canal and Western Main Canal, between A-Gap and B-

Gap bunds, due to sudden termination of Khajura Nala in the middle of the
agricultural land, inundation in the upstream of Tribeni Area due to spillage
of flood and insufficient drainage.

The Nepali side described about the situation causing the inundation
which included :-

i) The syphon at chainage 5.85 RD, 16 RD and 24.45 RD is only partial

functioning due to heavy siltation inside the syphon. These cD

structures are not sufficient to drain the water during ttre flood. The

Indian side informed that the syphon at chainage 5.85 RD, 16 RD and

24.45 RD are being cleaned regularly before onset of monsoon along
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ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

with its drains. Nepali side requested either to increase the capacity of
drain structures or provide additional CD structures in the MWc in

order to drain the flood water.

The para!lel drains constructed between 16 RD to 46 RD have created
ponding of water at Ratanpura Area which is residential.area. Indian
side informed that parallel drains and transverse drain from 16 RD to
32 RD has been cleared and parallel drain from 32 RD to 46 RD is
already deep nala and is not silted. Both the sides agreed to take up

the matter by the Local Co-ordination committee.

Heavy silts are carried by Amchur Nala, Shreekhora Nala, Raipurwa

Nala, Singha Nala, Potaha Nala and Khajura Nala in the project area

and deposited downstream causing inundation problem. Indian side

informed that cleaning of three nalas Raipurwa Nala, Shreekhola Nala

and Khajura Nala has been carried out. Desiltation of other nalas will
be carried out shortly.

Parallel drain constructed along the Nepal bund and th.e transverse
drain linking it are only partially developed and needs reshaping and

should be connected to a safe outfall . The Indian side informed that
GHLSC has in its 51st meeting recommended for the linking of parallel

drain constructed along the Nepal bund with transverse drains along

with cleaning of the parallel drain up to safe outfall point near

Dhobaha cut on Nepal bund and also the cleaning of parallel drain.

six locations along the Nepal bund have not been provided any road

crossings. The Indian side has informed that GHLSc in its 51st

meeting has recommended for the construction of 5 nos large culverts.
The locations of these crossings are at Km 0.40, 1.110, 1.650, Z.ZOO

and 3.070 of Dhobaha drain. one village road crossing'has already
been constructed by Nepali authorities.

Semari regulator is not functional due to bed level of outfall of drain

being higher. The Indian side has informed that they propose to make

the Semari regulator fully functional. Nepali authorities have been

requested to clear the water way from encroachments as it is the

biggest bottleneck for making Semari regulator operative. The Nepali

side informed that there is no structural encroachment and the
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vii)

channel land is occupied for only agriculturat purpose which will be

cleared

Khajura nala is not linked to safe out fall but terminated in the middle
of agriculture Iand. Regarding the issue of sudden termination of
Khajura Nala in the agricultural land, both sides agreed that the action
wil! be taken after the recommendation of the sub-committee as per

Annexure-V.

viii) Regarding the inundation issue of Triveni bazzar, the Nepali side
informed that a DPR has been prepared and will be sent to the Indian
side through diplomatic channel for necessary action.

Issues raised by the Indian side

ix) The Indian side has raised the issue of interlinking of dif'ferent drains
within the Nepali territory. The interlinking of drains is causing the
huge inflow of concentrated discharge in the Indian territory. Quoting
the example, it was informed that Kajrari and Turia drains have been

linked to Mahav drain thereby causing inflow of excessive discharge in

Mahav drain resulting in excessive silting, inundation and loss to
property and agriculture due to floods. Similar case is for Bhauriya

drain. Indian side requested that interlinking should not be resorted to
as the drains in the Indian side are not in position to carry the
resultant discharges.

x) Indian side has informed that several structures of permanent and

temporary nature are coming up on the Nepal bund, A Gap, B Gap. A
video was also shown to support the claim. Indian side requested to
clear the embankments of the encroachments.

The Nepali side duly noted both the issues raised by the Indian side.

xi) The Nepali side raised the issue of inclusion of Nepali member in the
GHLSC as directed by the Fourth meeting of JSTC. The list of members

to be included in the GHLSC will be forwarded to the Indian side

through diplomatic channel. The Indian Side informed that inclusion of
Nepali members to GHLSC is under consideration in the MoWR, RD and

GR, Government of India.

2.2.3 Water Supply to Nepal Eastern Canat

The Nepali side raised the issue of recalibration of H/R of Nepal
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Eastern Cana!. The Indian Side informed that the calibration has been done.

The Nepali side further requested that the calibration should be done in

presence of Nepali representative. On this issue, both sides agreed that
recalibration will be done in the presence of both sides.

The Nepali side also requested to handover the operating key of H/R

to the Nepali side which was provided to the Indian side in 20L4 for
maintenance purpose. The Indian side agreed to provide the qperating key

to the Nepali side.

2.2.4 Maintenance of Design Pond level and Discharge of Nepal
Western Canal and Main Western Cana! and extension of Area

The Nepali side reiterated that the Gandak Agreement contains
provision for flow irrigation in the Gross Command Area of 40,000 acres from

Nepal Western Canal. At present, irrigation infrastructure is devetoped only

for 25,000 acre. As agreed in the 7th JCKGP meeting, the Nepali side

informed that the preparation of DPR for extension of irrigation facility to
additional 15000 acre is in process and would be sent to Indian side through

diplomatic channel once it is ready.

The Nepali side also drew attention to the non availability of irrigation

to 200 ha of land in the head reach of Piparpati branch canal and 400 ha at

the tail reach of Bishnuganj branch canal during rabbi period. The Nepali

side suggested that this problem could be resolved by lowering the sill level

in case of Piparpati and off taking irrigation water directly from WMC in case

of Bishnuganj branch canal at U/s of Surajpura Power house. The Nepali side

also requested to revise the command area of Bishnugunj Branch to 1200 ha.

Both side agreed that the sub-committee,as per Annexure-V, will examine it
and submit its recommendations, after its reorganization.

Regarding the issue of maintaining the pond level at the barrage, the

Indian side stated that the pond level is maintained in accordance with

Barrage operation manual.

The Nepali side requested to reconstitute the !ocal co-ordination

committee formed by the 7th JCKGP meeting, for continuous monitoring and

reporting. Both the sides agreed to reconstitute the local co-ordination

committee as per Annexure-VI and also agreed that the committee meeting

is held every three months at local level.



2.2.5 Implementation of Flood Protection and Erosion Controt Works for
protection of Land and Propefi

The Nepali side described the situation causing erosion ih the Project
area and suggested probable solutions which are mentioned below:

i) The Silt ejector channel is not connected to safe out fall but
terminated in the middle of agricultural field causing erosion of the
farmland. It has been proposed that the Silt ejector channel be

extended up to the main Gandak River and link bund be extended to
protect the eroded farmland.

The Indian side informed that silt ejector channel is connected

to one of the streams of main Gandak river.

ii) The flood is concentrated towards the link bund constructed between

A gap and B Gap bund endangering the link bund. It has been

proposed to extend the A-Gap bund by 150 m as a spur. 
I

Indian side informed that in view of the existing site condition

the requirement of the proposed works have not been found necessary

by sub-committee of 50th GHLSC.

iii) It has been observed that the present section of link bund, A-gap

bund, B-gap bund and the Nepal Bund appears to be inadequate as

witnessed during the flood of 15 August 20L4 (412,000 cusec). These

bunds have to be strengthened by increasing the height and width

with sufficient protection including spurs and revetment.

Indian side informed that the required works have already been

completed

iv) It has been observed that the spurs provided in B-gap, link bund and

Nepa! bund are eroded up to 70 o/o of their length. It has been

proposed that all the eroded spurs to be restored to design length and

additional spurs be added in between.

The Indian side informed that all the works recommended by the

48th GHLSC have been completed. More works as and when found

necessary for the safety of the structure may be taken up on the

recommendation of GHLSC as and when the need arises.

v) It has been observed that there is concentration of flood downstream

of spur number 5 of the Nepal Bund. It has been proposed to
9



construct additional spurs up to Nepal-India border.

The Indian side informed that all the works recommended by the

48th GHLSC have been completed. More works as and when found

necessary may be taken up on the recommendation of GHLSC as and

when the need arises.

Nepali side requested that after induction of Nepali members in

GHLSC, the above matter will be discussed by GHLSC.

2.2.6 Maintenance of Service Road and section of MWC

The Nepali side acknowledged the Cana! Lining from 0 H,O to 46 RD,

The Nepali side drew attention of the Indian side on the seepage problem

persisting even after maintenance of existing Lining from 18 RD to 46 RD

and requested for the regular and periodic repair and maintenance of Canal

lining work.

The Nepali side requested for addition of bridges at Harakpura and

Ratanpura apart from the bridges at four locations (4.4 RD,9.5 RD,32 RD

and a Tangi kot village). Nepali side also requested to widen the single lane

bridges at Raninagar, Mahalbari, Pratappur and Surajpura to double lane due

to increment in the traffic flow.

The Indian side informed that construction of Bridge at,9.5 RD has

been completed. Construction of remaining bridges at 4.4 RD, 32 RD and

Tangi Kot village have been stalled due to various reasons including

hindrance by loca! people. Nepal side assured to address the issue of

hindrance by local people at the site, if any.

2.2.7 Control over discharge Iaden with silt through the Nala adjoining
the Power House by Nepal

Regarding the issue of silt laden water the sub-committee had

reported that the problem does not exist anymore.

The Nepali side stated that that the leftover construction material in

the canal bed after the maintenance work is undesirable for the smooth

functioning of the turbines. The Indian side assured that this.issue will be

resolved.

Nepali side requested the Indian side to provide designed discharge to

the Surajpura Power immediately after completion of the maintenance work

upstream of the powerhouse. The Indian side stated that it principally
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agrees to provide the required discharge to the Surajpura powerhouse

subject to availability of discharge in the river.

3.0 Establishment

3.1 Salary, Allowances and facilities for the employees

The Nepali side thanked the Indian side for the restoration of Kosi

Liaison office building at Biratnagar. However, some residual works still need

to be addressed to check leakage through the ceiling roof etc. The Nepali

side raised the issue of providing new vehicle to the Kosi as well as Gandak

liaison office. The Indian side agreed to provide new vehicles soon.

Nepali side raised the issue of very poor condition of the Gandak

Liaison office as well as residence building at Valmikinagar. The Indian side

assured that the restoration of both the buildings would be carried out
within one year.

The Nepali side stated that the salary of the liaison cum land

acquisition officers of both the projects has not been reviewed since 20L4.

The Indian side asked that the matter should be proposed through

diplomatic channel.

3.2 Reimburcement of Administrative Expenditure in Kosi Project

The Nepali side informed that the four-member committee constituted

by the sixth meeting of JCKGP has submitted its report regarding the

reimbursement of administrative expenditure in Kosi Project. It was further
decided that the Nepali side will submit the claim to the GoI through

diplomatic channel for the reimbursement of the amount at the earliest.

4.0 Payments

4.1 Outstanding oompensation of land (Kosi & Gandak Projects)

On the issue of outstanding compensation, Nepali side stated the

following:

authorize officers of the Union to enter on land outside the limits or

boundaries of the barrage and its connected works in case of any

accident happening or being apprehended to any of the said works and

to execute all works which may be necessary for the purpose of

repairing of preventing such accident: compensation, in every case,
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shall be tendered by the Union to the proprietors or the occupiers of
the said land for all damages done to the same through the
Government in order that compensation may be awarded in accordance
with clause 8 hereof.

Besides, in the 1st. JMCWR (2012) through its joint press statement
has directed JCWR to look in to this issue. So, Nepali side brought this
issue in 7th meeting of JCWR (clause no 5.0) in which, it was decided
that the report would be first taken by JcKGp. This compensation
issue was also discussed during the third Joint Commission meeting
held on July 25-26,20L4, which had directed the concerned bilateral
committee to discuss the matter.

After multiple discussion from l't to 6th JcKGp meeting, in the seventh
JCKGP meeting it was stated that with the inctusion of land acquisition
officer of both side, joint verification document for the compensation
of eroded 7663-08-02 Bighas of land that amounts to IRs 50 crore 29

lakhs 10 thousand 900 was sent through the diplomatic channel.

The rate of compensation was next finalized by CDO office for land
and crop compensation fixing the rate at NRs 1,05,000.00 per bigha
amounting a total sum of compensation amount of IRs 50 crore 29

lakhs 10 thousand t hundred against the eroded land of 7663-0g-02
Bighas of Kosi project area. The request for payment of compensation

was sent to Indian Side through diplomatic channel

Meanwhile, the compensation report was also forwarded to water
resources Department, Patna by the Chief Engineer, Water Resources

Department, Birpur.

The embankment (d/s and u/s of barrage) on the western side of Kosi

was constructed away from the existing river bank. Every year the
river banks and adjacent lands are eroded by Kosi during the flood in

u/s as well as d/s of barrage. The compensation is sought for this
eroded Nepali farmer's land on the western side of Kosi, which is
registered legal land, and has been jointly verified as per the mandate
of the sixth JCKGP meeting.

Nepal side prepared the report for the

crop (NRs. 264.60 Crore), land (NRs.

compensation of damage of
18.95 Crore) and household
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properties (NRs. 10.05 crore) amounting in total NRs. 293.60 crore
from year1993 to 2007. Nepa! has already requested for compensation

through diplomatic channel.

On these grounds, and the spirit of Kosi agreement 1954 clause 3(iii)
and 8, the JCKGP needs to recommend to GOI for the payment of
compensation of IRs 50 Crore 29 lakhs 10 thousand t hundred.

Furthermore, on 2070.02.08 BS Liaison cum Land Acquisition office
Birtanagar had provided to Indian Side (Birpur) with the list details of
land in Udaypur (201-16-18 Bigha) and Saptari (48,492-06-18 Bigha)

totaling 48,695-03-17 Bighas of land (verified by GON), eroded by

Kosi. This should be jointly verified.

similarly, 3,936 hectares of land were damaged due to inundation of
which 513 ha of land was due to erosion in Gandak Project. From 1993

to 2007, a total of 8464 households were affected and crop damaged

by Gandak Project.

The Gandak Nadi Sangharsh samiti put a long dharna/andolan on

Gandak Western Main Canal in 2008

Discussion between the Indian side (Bihar Government) and the

Gandak Nadi Sangharsh Samiti agreed to prepare the damage report
on !and and crops by Nepal side and jointly verify it later.

On this ground, the JCKGP need to recommend to GoI for the payment

of compensation of NRs. 293.60 crore.

The Indian side reiterated the following:

There was no provision of compensation for the eroded land in general

in India as well as in Kosi and Gandak Agreement. The Kosi land

compensation issue pertains to the 1960s when land was. acquired for
construction for embankment, barrage and afflux bunds. It is stated

that a final solution was found out in the 14th meeting of Kosi

Coordination Committee held on 20th February L967.

Furthermore, the press release from Embassy of India, in Kathmandu

on 27th September 20L3 stated "The Kosi land compensation issue

pertains to the 1950s when land was acquired for construction of
embankment, barrage and afflux bunds. Since there is no record of
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avulsion or breach of embankment since that period, it appears that
the compensation is being claimed for land that lies inside the two
embankments. The issue of this type of compensation has been
discussed in various bilateral meetings since !964".
The Kosi Coordination committee has already decided that instead of
Rs, 50,000/- as recommended by the Kshetra Bikram Rana commission,
a sum of Rs. 1,95,000/- should be paid to the people having lands
within the embankments, by the way of relief, in liquidation of all
claims past, present and future for the damages said to have been
caused. It was further informed to the Committee that this sum of Rs.

1,95,000/- had already been deposited by the project administration
into Nepal treasury.

Article 8 which says that compensation is to be provided by India is to
be disbursed to the affected by GoN. India has already provided Rs.

1,95,000/- as compensation amount in liquidation of all claims past,
present and future for the damages said to have been caused on the
recommendation of Kosi Coordination Committee in L967.

It was also informed that the issue of compensation of damages stated
to be caused by the Western Gandak Canal in Nawalparasi district of
Nepal, the issue has been discussed and dropped during the 3,d

meeting of JCKGP in 2006 itself.

The Indian side stated that under the circumstances stated above

issue of compensation for eroded land has been already settled both in Kosi

and Gandak projects.

4.2 Payment of land tax (Kosi and Gandak projects)

The matter was discussed in detail. The Indian side informed that the
latest payment statement has been received for both Kosi and Gandak and
the payment would be made within a week.

5.0 Annual Action Plans for Kosi and Gandak projects

Status of implementation and recommendation of Kosi High Level

Committee (KHLC) is being sent regularly to Liaison Officer, WRD, Govt of
Bihar, Kathmandu, for sharing with the Nepali Authorities. The Nepali side
requested for sharing of both KHLC and GHLSC reports. The Indian stated
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that both reports are available WRD Bihar web site as well as on GFCC

website. The Indian side further stated that the reports shall also be sent to
Liaison Officer, WRD, Govt of Bihar, Kathmandu, for sharing with the Nepali

a uthorities.

6.0 Demands made by the Gandak Nadi Sangharcha Samiti

The Nepali side reiterated this issue and conveyed that all the
technical issues raised by the Gandak Nadi Sangharsha Samiti have not been

covered under the Nepal Benefit Scheme (NBS). The Nepali side also

informed that No. 2,3,5,6,7 and 14 of the Nepal Benefit scheme are not
implemented. Furthermore, the Nepali side informed that the demand no 9

ga of sangharsha Samiti (Rcc bridge at Guthi surjapur ward - 5, 1 km

downstream of Power house bridge) is very important as it is the linkage

between Bhairahawa to Triveni.

The Indian side informed that many technical issues raised by the

Gandak Nadi Shangarsha Samiti have already been addressed and assured

that it would direct the concerned authorities to look into outstanding

technical issues and implement whichever is feasible. The Indian side

reiterated that socio-economic issues are beyond the mandate of this
committee.

7.0 Regular and proper power supply by Surajpura Power House

On this issue, the Indian side enquired about the progress on the

request of a dedicated power supply line for the Gandak Barrage. The Nepali

side assured that the dedicated power supply would be provided to the

Barrage as soon as the restoration work of the power house is completed.

The Indian side requested that proper voltage should be supplied

within the existing arrangement till a dedicated line is established and AB

switch should be shifted to gate no 1 from gate no 36.

8.0 Other items

Both sides agreed to constitute Co-ordination committees Kosi and

Gandak, as per Annexure-VII, for continuous monitoring and 'reporting of
field activities to JCKGP.
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The meeting was held in
decided that the next meetlng

Mutually convenient dates would

a cordial and friendly atmosphere. It was

would be held at the earliest in India.

be flnatized through diplomatic channel.
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